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Archimedes: Fountainhead of Nodern I"Iathematics 

\fue~ one mentions the name of Archimedes, one auto-

matically thinks of an old man running through the streets 

shouting "Eureka. I, Or if the person should be more cultured, 

he views Archimedes as the father of physical science--the 

Newton of his day, so to speak. One rarely, it seems, views 

him as the father of mathematics which ironically is the one 

thing for which he himself wanted to be remembered. It is 

hoped that this paper will in some small way corroborate this 

last statement. 

This paper purports to try and show the life of Archimedes 

in relation to his contributions in the field of mathematics. 

This historical context in which I am writing this paper is 

necessary in understanding mathematics since these fields are 

so interrelated. 

Of all the figures of scientific antiquity, there is only 

one that stands out as more than a name; one of whom we have 

gained a knowledge not only of his mathematical contributions 

but also of his life and personality.l Fact and fiction, 

word of mouth and myth have all been combined to give us a 

strong semblance of who Archimedes really was. 

1 Dirk J. 3truik, A Concise History 2.f. l-lathematics 
(New York, 1967), p. 527 
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Through his own introductj_ons to his books, comments 

by contemporary historians and mathematicians, and scattered 

references in Greek and Hellenistic literature, Archimedes 

has become the Greek mathematician about whom we have the 

most biographical lnformation available, even though it is 

precious little. l Discrepancies do, however, appear con-

cerning his life, actions, and Iforks, and a sense of doubt 

and of the mystique still surrounds him. A biography of 

Archimedes' life had been written by Heracleides, but was 

subsequently lost, leaving gaps and uncertainties surrounding 

his life. 2 

One confronts these doubts and discrepancies even 

around the dates of Archimedes' life on earth. The year of 

his birth is set at 287 B.C. and was arrived at through the 

reports of Plutarch and the Byzantine polyhistor Tzetzes. 

Both men stated that Archimedes was seventy-five at the time 

3 of his death in 212 B.C. 

Archimedes himself states that he \-Jas the son of an 

astronomer and mathematician named Pheidias. Born in the 

city-state of 3yracuse on the island of ;3icily,4 Archimedes 

has been said to have been brought up and resided until his 

1 Asger Aaboe, Episodes .!£Q!!l. the Early History .Qf 
}![athematl'?.§. (New York, 1964), p. 73. 

2 ~ \'lorks .Q.f. Archimedes, ed. T. L. Heath (lfel'l York, 
1912), p. xv. 

~ ( --' Eduard Jan Dijksterhuis, Archimedes Neli York, 
1957), pp. 9-10. 

4 Eric Temple Bell, I-len 2.f I'iathematics (Nevl York, 
1937), p. 29. 
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death at the court of the King of ,3yracuse named Rieron and 

later his son Gelon. This latter statement has been explained 

in t'lfO ways. The firs t explanation is that Archimedes was 

of royal blood and in fact related to the king himself. This 

view has been discarded for a more appealing theory. This 

antithetical theory is that Archimedes was of humble birth, 

but due to the patronage of the arts and sciences by the 

Jyracusan kings, both he and his father before him were per-

mitted to reside at court as was the trend of the times in 

many countries. During the era of Hellenism, the arts and 

sciences were no longer a matter for the people, but for the 

scholars and the lovers of art, for the highly cultivated 

circles at the princely courts of Alexandria, ,)yracuse, and 

3eleucia--the three main intellectual centers of the age. l 

Brought up in this courtly environment, Archimedes 

could devote himself solely to the cultivatioil of the in-

tellect lli thout any thought for his )hysical Ivell-being, 

as subsequent mathematicians in later years had to consider. 

The arist:)cratic temperament 'I1hich so characterized his 

ivorks lms no doubt cuI ti vated at an early age. 

1:0 further enhance his intellect, Archimedes is said 

to have chosen to study at the-then center of the cultural 

universe--Alexandria. This belief is strengthened by the 

fact that in later life he had the most thorough acquaintance 

1 B~rtel Leendert Van del" daerden, 0cience AI"ralcening 
(Groningen, Holland, 1954), p. 202. 
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wi th all the vrorlc previously done in mathematics, vThich 

could only have been obtained at the university in Alexandria. l 

ptolemic Egypt, like the other Greek colonies of the ancient 

world in Asia, the islands of the Mediterranean Jea, or in 

the IJlagna Graecia Fere all attuned to scientific advances 

and cultural enrichment. 2 

The Alexandrian.)chool vms founded in 320 B. 0., tuel ve 

years after j.lexandria itself Ims founded. It vTaS here in 

this cultural center in a building called the }Iuseurn that 

the traditions of Euclid and Plato lived on. 3 ~he-then 

~=ecca of science was the meltin~-pot for all the mathematical 

contribut.ions of the Egyptians, the Babylonians, the Greeks, 

and the other ancient ci vilizations. ~1i th the finest collection 

of books and treatises in the ancient world located in 

Alexandria, Archimedes and others gleaned much kno~Tledge 

from pas t ma thema ticians on vThich they could base their O"liffi 

new theories • Juch Ivas the case with Archimedes, \"Tho devel-

oped a taste for applied mathematics during his studies at 

Alexandria, although he preferred to devote himself to theory 

and Jure E1athematics. 4 

Jow thoroughly grounded in mathematics, required of 

his social position in courtly life, Archimedes prepared to 

1 Florian Oa jori, A Histor;y .Q! 1"1 a thematics (Ne1f York, 
1929), p. 7. 

2 George Garton, A History of SCience, Vol. II (Oambridge, 
Hassachusetts, 1952), p. 68 . 

3 Dijksterhuis, p. 11. 

4 Jane Huir, .Q! ~ ~ Numbers (11e1f York, 1965), p. 20. 
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leave Egypt and to return to Jyracuse. l He left behind tlVO 

friendsvrho during his sojourn in Alexandria had become very 

close to him. It was to these two men and later to the 

disciple of one of them that Archimedes would communicate 

his oathematical discoveries before their publication. 

Conan of .-..:amos, who died in about the year 240 B. C. , 

both an ~stronomer and mathematician, Dositheus, his dis-

ciple, and Eratosthenes of Cyrene, who died in 194 B.C. vrere 

the three men to whom all of Archimedes' known w'orks v-Tere 

2 wri tten. These Ivere the only men, especially Conon, of 

his contemporaries, to whom Archimedes felt he could share 

his thou'shts "I--lith and be assured of being understood. ~4.fter 

Conon's death, Archimedes sent most of his kno"l'm existent 

works to Conan's disciple Dositheus, including his treatises 

On the ~here and the Cylinder, On Conoids ~ »pheroids, and 

On Spirals with the exception of his most-noted 1vork, On the 

Hethod, i'Thich was addressed to Eratosthenes. 3 

FroG Syracuse Archimedes would communicate his dis-

coveries to these three by letter, at first, without proofs 

in order that they might enjoy the pleasure of discovering 

what Archimedes had already done. Later, due to continued 

plagiarism, by perhaps even Eratosthenes and other Alexandrian 

1 ,,~. . 20 l'.I.ulr, p. • 

2 Joseph Ehrenfried Hofman, The History of l\Iatherna tics 
(lJew Yorl:, 1957), p. 25. 

3 Dijksterhuis, p. 12 • 
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scholars, Archimedes would include false propositions so 

that these imposters could claim to have proven the im

possible. l This latter statement shows the sense of humor 

and modesty 1'1hich so characterized Archimedes. 

6 

RetQrning to the court of Syracuse, Archimedes devoted 

himself 'to the pure mathematics which he loved and only 

rarely at the request of others did he spend any of his 

time Iii th applied ma thema tics. By reverting to the pure 

mathemat:l.cs of Euclid, his aristocratic upbringing once 

more show·ed through his ou tvrard vene er. Undoubtedly the 

greatest mathematician of his age or of antiquity for that 

matter, archimedes regarded the business of mechanics and 

every utllitarian art as ignoble and vulgar, preferring to 

give his zealous devotion only to those subjects whose ele

gance and. subtlety were untrammeled by the necessities of 

life. 2 1'he Newton of his day by modern standards, Archimedes 

looked upon his applications, or as he called it his geo-

metry at play, with so much disdain that no written works 

were ever recorded by Archimedes of some of his discoveries. 3 

3tories of Archimedes' absent-mindedness appeal to 

our sense of the ridiculous. It must not be forgotten, 

1 Van derl'laerden, p. 208. 

2 Plutarch, "Narcellus," The Vrorld of Mathematics, 
ed. James R. Newman, Vol. I (New York , 195'6), p. 183. 

3 Herbert Ivestren Turnbull, liThe Great Eathematicians, II 

The ~vorld of Ha thematics, Vol. ::: (New York, 1956), p. 103. 



- however, that a necessary faculty for being a genius of 

Archimedes' caliber is the c~pacity for focusing one's 

entire attention on the problem at hand for a prolonged 

period of time to the exclusion of everything else. l IrJhen 

concentrating on a problem, Archimedes thought of nothing 

else, forgetting to dress himself, to eat, to sleep, or 
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as Plutarch relates, even to bathe. 2 Eathematics was his 

life force and its all pervasive influence I'las exhi bi ted in 

the imnlense quantity and exceptional quality and variety of 

his mathematical vlOrks. 

Archimedes was undoubtedly the first modern mathe

matician in his approach to mathematics. To a modern 

thinker such as Archimedes, everything was utilized, in

cluding his physical science discoveries in solving problems. 

'l'he ancient field of mathematics, especially geometry, had 

become a stullified game to be played according to the 

prudish rules imposed upon it by the Dhilosophically-minded 

Plato. According to Plato, only a straightedge and a pair 

of compasses could be utilized in geometrical problems. 3 

'This sterile attitude towards mathematics hindered 

its advancement until the advent of Archimedes, whose energy 

could not be bound by such fetters. His desire to use any

thing and everything that suggested itself as a weapon to 

1 Aaboe, p. 76. 

2 I'Iuir, p. 21. 

3 Bell, Hen of >~a thema tics, p. 31. 



- attack problems 1'[hich he faced W"as his main claim to em

pathy "'«ITi th the modern mind. l Archimedes widened the spec-

trum and the scope of mathematics, invading even the realms 

of the infinite--anathema to exponents of the Platonic and 

thus the Alexandrian schools of thought. 

Practically all the really productive 't-vork which vre 
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call Greek mathematics was produced in the relatively short 

period of time from 350-200 B.C. from Eudoxus to APollonius. 2 

Archimedes performed a valuable service in transmitting the 

knoW"ledge and W"ork of his predecessors who otherwise 'tvould 

ha ve :r-emained unk..rlOwn. 3 He performed this not as a historian 

but rather by acknowledging theorems W"hich were not his own 

and thus giving credit 1{here credit was due. 

Archimedes lacked the encyclopedic tendencies of 

Euclid who tried to cover the 1vhole field of geometry. 

He "I'ras, on the contrary, a writer of monographs of limi ted 

scope, uii:;h the treatment of each subject masterly in its 

order and clarity.4 Incorporating the Babylonian ingenuity 

which had largely been forgotten,5 Archimedes made advances 

in both arithmetic and geometry, fields \'7hieh prior to his 

1 Bell, ~ .Q.f Eathematics, p. 31. 

2 3truik, p. 49. 

3 Vera ,3anford, A ohort Historz of Hathematics (Chicago, 
1930), p. 308. - --

4 Sarton, Vol. II, p. 71. 

5 . ."arton, Vol. I, p. 74. 
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time ""Tould be only the equivalent of our current high school 

clasB offerings in arithmetic and plane geometry.l 

In performing this task, Archimedes displayed two 

natures. By temperin8 the strong transcendental imagination 

of Plato with the meticulously correct procedures of Euclid, 

Archimede's arrived at nevl innovations in though unheard of 

before his time. 2 Unlike Euclid I s Elements lfhich was almost 

pure compilation, Archimedes' treatises are each a fresh 

contribution to mathematical knowledge. 3 The 1tTOrks of 

Archimedes are masterpieces of mathematical exposition and 

resemble, to a remarkable extent, modern journal entries. 

They are vrritten with a high finish and an economy of pre-

sentation vhile exhibiting great originality, computational 

skill, and rigor in demonstration brought about especially 

by his applications of physical concepts to the solution of 

pure mathematical theory.4 

From this description of his thoughts on mathematics 

and his st~Tle of \vork it is not surprising that Archimedes 

reached fame even during his 01'f.!1 time. One can well under-

sta.nd hm·r, in ancient times, an Archimedean problem came 

1 Leonard .Engel, "Archimedes--Father of Experimental 
:':)cience,1f dCience ])igest, XXXIV (July-December, 1953), pp. 80-85. 

2 Carl Benjamin Boyer, 1'he conce~ts of the Calculus 
CTakefield, 1!Iassachusetts, 1949), p. 8. - -

3 Hovlard Eves, l!:£ Introduction to th~ History of 
Uathematics (Chicago, 1964), p. 143. 

4 Eric Temple Bell, The J)evelopment of J:.lathematics 
(~Te\T York, 1940), p. 70. 
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to mean a problem too deep for minds to solve and how an 

Arch}.med:~an proof came to be a synonym for Lmquestionable 

certc.inty.l 

~hanks to Plutarch, more is lmom.l about Archimedes' 

death and the circumstances currounding his unfortunate 

demise. It is perhaps not Ull.:tair to suggest that the typical 

historical biographer Plutarch evidently thought the King 

of llathematici2J.1S a less impol~tant personage than the 

2ioman general :·:arcellus, into l-Those ~ the account of 

Archimedes is slipped. 2 Once more, Archimedes reluctantly 

appliEld his ma thema tics at the bidding of the ro~ral family 

to protect his city by means of derricks, catapaults, and 

other mechanisms to forestall for three years the conquest 

of his city. 3!inally .-.rhile the city slept of=( the effects 

of a feast, the :i.omans invaded and sacked the city. .il. 

soldier sent to deliver Archimedes safely to harcellus dis-

turbed him while he l"laS in the midst of ciolvi::1e; a problem. 

aefusing to leave, the angered soldier ended Archimedes' 

life, despi te l~arcellus I expressed orders to the contrary. 

Marcellus, in tribute to the ~lain genius, built a 

splendid tomb upon Y,rhich \Vas engraved accordinc; to .:'i.rchimedes I 

life-lone 1I1sh, his most cherished accomplishments--his 

formulas on spheres and cylinders and their relation to 

each other. 3 ~his gravestone "('7ith a sphere inscribed in 

1 Gajori, p. 38. 

2 Bell, ~ of £.1athematics, p. 28. 

3 .iilliam David Reeve, "I~le Pay Tri bu te to Archimedes, II 

Lhe Eathematics Teacher XXIII (January, 1930), p. 62. 
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a cylinder marked the end not only of a great mathematician 

but also of an era. 

The order of ..'l.rchimede3 1 I'Jork::; partly through his 

prefatory letters and partJ.y by the use in later 1wrks of 

properties proved in earlier treatises, gives indications 

sufficient to enable their chronological sequence to be 

stated approximately as follows: 

1. On the EQuilibrium of Planes I 

2. ~Che Quadrature of the Parabola 

3. Cn the EQuilibrium of Plane~3 II 

4. On the ;3phere and the Oylinder I, I I 

5. 0:1. ,3pirals 

6. On Conoids and ,:':;pheroids 

7. On Floating Bodies I, II 

8. Measurement of a Circle 

9. The 3and-R.eckonerl 

J":here are t1iW extant treatises by "\rchimedes on applied 

mathema~ics, Qa Plane Equilibriums I, II and Qa FloatinB 

Bodies I z I:f" on which I Ifill touch briefly. The latter 

1flOrk revolutionized the fields of statics and hydrostatics 

in a mathematical framework. 

_he thE~ories developed in .QE:. Plane Equilibriums viere 

applied by Archimedes in many of his area and volLLme 

problems along 1,ri th his knmdedge of the principles of 

levers. Fintiin[S the centre of gravity of a segment of a 

1 ~ 1Jo~ £! Archimedes, p. xxxii. 
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parabola, a semicircle, a cone, a hemisphere, a segment of 

a sphere, a right segnent of a paraboloid or a spheroid of 

revolution, .Archimedes 'would i"leigh this in his mind against 

an objec l :; or fiGure of knoHn lIeight from 11hic11 a general 

formula eventually could be derived. l This interplay of 

physical science and mathematics, uhl1e distasteful to 

Archimedes' aesthetic senses was still a necessary evil in 

the advancement of mathematical principles. 

Archimedes r fourth treatise on 1'he Quadrature £!.. ~ 

Parabola is much shorter than the previous i'Tor}cs and deals 

TrTith only a single problem, namely that of find:i.nc: a square 

equal in area to a Given surface bounded by a parabolic 

curve. Archimedes' approach to solving this problem and 

finding a general rule regarding the determination of its 

area is twofold in nature. 

Both proofs, one mechanical and the other geometrical, 

arrive at the same conclusions by basically the same ex-

hausti ve IJrinciples. After lleighing his para bola to 

ascertain the area of a segment, Archimedes concludes that 

the parabolic area is t1-TO-thirds the area of a circumscribing 
2 parallelogram. ihis mechanical proof is very Similar to that 

expounded in his treatise Q£ ~ lliethod. This mechanical 

proof contains the rudiments of a genuine modern integratlon. 3 

1 :':;anford, pp. 312-313. 
2 ~\url1 bull, p. 105. 

3 The Works of Archimedes, p. cl1il. -
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After proving his hypothesis by mechanical methods, 

Archimedes then proceeds to prove it geometrically. In 

this geometrical proof, Archimedes performs the first 

summation of an infinite series knov'ffi in history.l Although 

he does not develop it or express it as such, he does cer-

tainly have command of the concepts involved. 

Also occurring in the preface to the Quadrature .Q! 

ill. Parabola is the so-called Archimedean postulate uhich 

states that i'Then tw'O spaces are unequal, it is possible 

to add to itself the difference by Hhich the lesser is 

surpassed. by the greater, so often that every finite space 

uill be exceeded. 2 A more modern lfay of s ta ting this is 

if A and B are both line segments, and if the measure of :1. 

is le:3s than the measure of B, then a certain multiple of 

the measure of A will exceed that of B. ~his postulate, 

although probably first thought of by Eudoxus or Hippocrates 

of Ch:i..os, Has first utilized on a grand scale in his later 

Iforks involving the finite and the infinite. 3 

In geometry, Archimedes' ideas were revolutionary. 

Pythagora:3 and other mathematicians of the Golden Age of 

Greece had reduced Geometry to a sort of parlor game played 

according to a set of rigid rules. Geometry in this sense 

vTaS l1.ttlE~ more than an exercise in forrDal logic and could 

not be used for solving practical problems at all. 4 

1 :Oe2.1, The Development of £.1athematics, p. 71. 

2 Cajori, p. 35. 

3 Turnbull, p. 106. 

4 Engel, p. 84. 
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Instead of avoiding measurements, Archimedes used these 

concepts willinc;ly in order that he might solve problems. 

Alexandria.:.'1 in this sense, Archimedes should be credited 

Ivi th foundine; the ceometry of measurements of )'7hich almost 

every problem along these lines liaS cleared up by him some

time during his lifetime. l 

As to his skill in these endeavors, Plutarch remarked 

that it was not possible to find in Geometry more difficult 

and troublesome questions or proofs set out in such simple 

and clear propositions. 2 Archimedes usually accomplished 

this feat by applying mechanical considerations. ~hese 

liere used, hovTever, only as a means of arriving at the state-

ment of a theorem ,'Thich he lTould subsequently prove by more 

rigorous methods. 3 Archimedes tres interested in the full 

gamut of geometrical thought. Both tyro and three dimensional 

geometry appealed to him. Three of his extant lwrks, Heasure-

ment of a Circle, Quadrature of ~ Parabola, and On )pirals 

deal IIi th plane geOJ:Qetry "lvhile On ~Jphere ~ ~ Cylinder 

and OIl:, Conoids ~ ,:.ipheroids deal Hi th three-dir.1ensional 

or solid geometry.4 Advances in both fields made by 

Archimedes are monumental when one considel's vTha-c J!Jeager 

discoveries he had knolvledge of. 

1 l,:ulr, :9. 21. 

2 :~arton Vol. II, p. 71. 

3 Sanford, p. 313. 

4 Eves, p. 144. 
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His second treatise in order of length is On Conoids 

and ~,;pheroids containing forty propos i tions dealing ui th 

finding the volume of certain quadratic surfaces of revo

liution. l By the word conoid, he means the solid produced 

by the revolution of a parabola or a hyperbole about its 

axis. .3pheroids are produced by the revolution of an 

ellipse E'.nd are lone; or flat in shape depending upon 
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l&ether the revolution is made about the major or the minor 

. 2 aXlS. 

The method used by Archinedes in all cases is to cir-

cumscribe and inscribe to the segment solid fiGures made 

up of cylinders or frusta of cylinders which can be made 

to differ as Ii ttle as"pos8i ble from one another. 3 Eveu-

tually the circumscribed figures approach the desired figure 

by a means of compression, similar again to the exhaustive 

yrocedure used by Archimedes in ~ jjeasurePlent of the Circle. 

The longest of all of Archimedes I i'Tri tings is the 

treatlse .on the .sphere ~ ~ Cylinder encompass~ng t~TO 

books. Nevertheless, this is still considered only a frag-

ment of the original "I'lork. 

The main results proven in these booles are that the 

surface of a sphere is equal to four times that of a great 

circle of the sphere, that the surface segment of any sphere 

1 stl~ik, p. 53. 

2 Ca~iori, p. 36. 

3 Sir '.I'homas Little Heath, A History of Greek I·Iathematics, 
Vol. II (Ken York, 1921), p. 46.-
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is eQual to the straight line drawn from the vertex of the 

segment to the point on the circumference of the base, and 

that the volUl-::-1e and the surface of a sphere are tviQ-thirds 

of the volume and surface, respectively, of the cylinder 

circumscribed about the sphere. l Also encountered in this 

work are the solution of a cubic equation by geometric 

means and also by means of the meru1 proportional. 2 

J:he ti-iQ problems of the duplj.catlon of the cube and 

the trisection of an angle, leading in one case to a pure 

cubic equation and in the other to a mixed cubic equation, 

are then the only problems leading to cubic equations vrhich 

we ca:2 be certain that the Greeks considered. 3 It vms not 

until the advent of conic sections introduced first by 

Archimedes and later _t\pollonius that cubics came to be more 

common. Archimedes tried to solve them ge05etrically as 

had others. Archimedes encountered his cubics primarily in 

his vrork '\-ri th tryj.ng to pass a plane through a sphere in his 

,TOrk .Q£ .Qpnoids and Spheroids, so that the ti'TO segments 

'would be .in a prescribed ratio. 4 He also Horked out ways 

of determining the number of roots located bet1reen two 

point::; • 

1 Oa,jori, p. 36. 

c~ -~ ..L.h Hea u , 101. II, p. 45. 

3 ~~ ~lorks of Archimedes, p. cxxxvii. 

4 Oajori, p. 107. 
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Unfortunately after Archimedes' beginnings and later 

Apollonius' expansion of his theories, the cubic equation 

as a subject of systematic and independent study appears 

to have been lost for centuries. l ~his again polnts up 

the moderni t? with vThich Archimedes dealtI'd th problems 

of his day. 

A.rchimedes discovered three modern methods of tri-

s ecting P. S1 ven angle. The firs t solution involved a 

new idea called verging, similar in most respects to his 

method of exhaustion, in I'Thlch closer and closer approxi-

mations eventually arrived at the given angle or at least 

a close approximatlon. 2 In addition to this method, his 
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use of his spiral or transcendental curve and of applying 

conic sections both succeeded in giving the first concrete 

solutions to this perplexinc problem IThich had been im

possible under Platonic tools. 3 

Archimede s third knolm treatise On Spirals, containing 

tl1en t~r-ei:;h t propositions, is considered by mo;:; t critics 

as hiD mo::;t masterful ""(Jork in its oric;inali ty and cons truction. 4 

:2he :Spiral of Archimedes lias defined by him as the curve traced. 

by a :poin-'j moving 1-11th unifo:cm speed alone: a straiGht line 

vhich revolves iTi th uniform angular speed about a fixed point 

1 ~ Jorks 2! Archimedes, p. CXXX. 

2 "'a"' -"ord ,) _ iLL , p. 263. 

3 :8vE:S, p • 
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on the line. l ~his curve is now knolm to us as the graph 

1 " u 

of r=k6 bil.t in Archimed8s f day, equations had not yet been 

developed. 

Nany of the propositions included in this treatise 

deal Ivi th areas of selected seglnents or relationships 

':.1i th the tangent drawn to the curve at a certain poln t. 

Archimedes used his spiral to pose a solution to the ever

present problem of squaring a circle. 2 The latter problem 

deals with finding a square equal to the area of a given 

circle. In his further study of this curve, Archimedes 

lvas led, in attempting to determine its tangent at a given 

point, to one of the few considerations correspondine to 

the differential calculus to be found in all of Greek or 

ancient geometry.3 '1'his again illustrates the nearness to 

modern concepts exhibited by Archimedes. 

'ElvO of the treatises of Archimedes The heasurement of - -
~ Circl~ and the ~-Reckoner are mostly arithmetical 

in nature. 4 2is vlork in arithmetic and algebra was a 

little less original and considerably smaller in quantity 

than his work in geometry. 

In relation to his computational skill, Archimedes 

differed from most of the productive Greek mathematicians. 

1 Bell, Hen of l~:;:a thema tics, p. 33. 

2 EVE~S , p. 90. 

3 BO;)Ter, p. 56. 

4 The liorks of Archimedes, p. lxviii. 
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In this "'Jay, his l.vork ni th all of its typically Greek 

characteristics still bore a touch of the Oriental. l 

Fractions do not occur in the official Greek mathe-

matics before Archimedes, but the concepts were present 
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long before in the world of commerce. Often in ~ost of 

his references to fractions, Archimedes' form would be the 

inverse of what 11e have today accepted. 2 

In addition to first using fractional notation, 

Archimedes indirectly, by calculating approximations to 

the value of pi, showed that he could approximate the 

square roots of large or relatively small numbers. 3 These 

contributions, although taken for granted by us today, were 

major breakthroughs in Archimedes' time. 

The book on The Measurement 2! ~ Circle consists 

of only three propositions, and is not in its original 

form having lost as has On .ill -.:iphere 2:lli! Cylinder prac

tically all traces of the Doric dialect in which Archimedes 

wrote it.4 One can safely assume that it is most likely 

a fragment of the original I'rork. 

The first proposition, 'iv-hich has survived, proved that 

the area of a circle is equal to that of a right-angled 

1 3truik, p. 53. 
2 Van der Haerden, p. 49. 

3 Heath, Vol. II, p. 20. 

4 Heath, Vol. II, p. 50. 
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triangle in which the perpendicular is equal to the cir

cumferenee of the circle. l This process, knOrffi as recti

fying the circle, is based upon the assumption that a 

straight line can be found equal to the distance of a curved 

line. 2 This stand by Archimedes was objected to vehemently 

by other mathematicians of his day who believed this to be 

an impossibility. 

The other two propositions of this book are closely 

and almost inseparably tied into this first proposition. 

These remaining propositions are that the area of a circle 

is to the square on its diameter as eleven is to fourteen, 

and that the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its 

diameter is be~een 3 1/7 and 3 10/71. 3 This latter approxi

mation has been proven correct to two decimal places. One 

should remember that not gifted with our decimal system of 

today, Archimedes had to work solely with fractional equiv

alents. 

Finding the area of a circle is little more than the 

old problem of squaring a circle presented in another gUise. 4 

The method employed is the principle of exhaustion--the fore

runner of modern calculus methods. Starting with regular 

polygons of six sides inscribed and circumscribed to the 

1 Oajori, p. 34. 

2 Aaboe, p. 79. 

3 Heath, 001. II, p. 50. 

4 Muir, p. 21. 
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circle, Archimedes increased the number of sides to ninety

six, until the area between the polygons diminished, giving 

an ap~roximation not only of the circumference but also of 

the area of the circle. l 

Needing other tools to prove the above propositions, 

Archimedes used numerous approximations of square roots of 

numbers and also utilized the summation of a converging 

geometric series. 2 In addition to these accomplishments, 

forerunners of Hindu and later mathematics, Archimedes also 

proved the theorem that of all the plane curves of a given 

perimeter, the circle includes a maximum area and likewise 

a sphere encloses a maximum volume. 3 

One can readily see that even the tools 1fhich he used 

in proving his major theorems are monumental. Considering 

the little he had to go on, his achievements are even more 

staggering to the imagination. 

The Psammites or 3and-Reckoner dedicated to King Gelon 

expanded the study of large numbers, begun by him in his 

lost wor£ principles. 4 In this work, Archimedes counts 

the nur~ber of grains of sand needed to fill the universe. 

To fully appreciate the difficulty involved in this 

Promethian task, one must knO\'l something of the 2reek 

1 Bell, The Development of Hathematics, p. 42. 

2 H'U10 r ~.~ , p. 23. 

3 Cajori, p. 370. 

4 ,3arton, Vol. II, p. 75. 
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number system. The so-called Ionic or alphabetic Greek 

numeration system is of the ciphered type and can be traced 

as far back as about 450 B. c. l Employing the t'\\Tenty-four 

letters of the Greek alphabet along with three other sym-

bols }iJ.101'IJJ. as the digamma, koppa, and sampi, it is no 

lvonder that it was considered detrimental to the advance-

ment of mathematics. 

Archimedes therefore realizing the deficiencies of 

this system vii th respect to large numbers set about im-

provins it throu~h the framework of this problem. This 

thoroughly un-Greek nork of Archimedes of devising a scheme 

for I'Tri ti,ng and dealing 't'1i th numbers far beyond the capacity 

of the Greek symbolism had--according to Gauss--put the 

decimal notation 'wi th its all important principle of place

value at Archimedes I fingertips. 2 Archimedes, hOl'fever, did 

not expand his thoughts to include this concept, thus 

leaving :L t up to the Hindu mathematicians viho were to 

follow h~Lm. 

The)and-Reckoner, unlike other of his 1vorks, has 

suffered the least froB translation from the Doric dialect 

and from revisions of other authors. 3 Archimedes in this 

vlork dis covered the law for multiplying exponents. 4 

1 Eves, p. 14. 

2 Eric _,:emple Bell, "The Prince of l1athematics, II 
The 'Jorld of l'Iathematics, ed. James R.. Nel'nnan, Vol. I 
(New York, 1956), p. 328. 

3 ~ \Jorks .2! Archime~, :D~). xxxvi-xxxvii. 

4 3anford, p. 158. 
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Oontriving a system involving indices of powers of 

ten, Archimedes constructed a method of finding a way to 

express immense numbers. His system of octads, periods, 

and orders eventually arrived at a nurllber which in our 

modern notation Hould require eighty thousand bj_llion digits. l 

By far the best in this field, Archimedes did not totally 

shy sTray from the infinite as most Greek mathematicians 

were prone to do. 

In this nearlTmetaphysical work, Archimedes, however, 

Has more inclined to justify the present Greek numeration 

system, oy using it to 1"7ri te these very large numbers 

rather than inventing a totally new system. 2 This last 

fact, although tinting this discovery, does not make it 

much les:3 astounding. 

Until 1906, a great aura of oystery surrounded Archimedes' 

methods used in solving problems or at least arriving at 

the theol'ems 11hich he proved so readily by exhaustion and 

rigor. It was in this year that J. L. Heiberg discovered 

in a monastery in Oonstantinople the hitherto lost treatise 

of Archimedes addressed to his friend Eratosthenes, Q£ 

Hechanical Theorems: l'iethod. 3 The text \'las iTri tten on 

parchment in the tenth century and had been 1"rashed off to 

make the precious parchment available for a book of prayers 

1 James :l{. Neuman, "Oommentary on Poppy ;::eeds and Large 
lTumbers, II The ([orld of Ha thematics, ed. James R. Ne'iffllan, 
Vol. I (NeWYork, 195b), p. 418. 

23arton, Vol. II. p. 76. 

3 Bell, ~ of I'lathematics, p. 31. 
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in the thirteenth century.l It is with this key that we 

can now interpret the means by which Archimedes posed his 

numerous -~heorems and solved his in..Yl.umera ble problems. 

~he fundamental idea of Archimedes' method is this: 
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to find a re(~uired area or volume, cut it up into a very 

large number of thin parallel plane strips or thin parallel 

layers and mentally hang these pieces at one end of a given 

lever in such a way as to be in equilibrium with a figure 

whose content and centroid are lrnolm. 2 ::ehe fact being knOvffi 

by him, it was then comparatively easy to prove it arith

metically or geometrically. Archimedes, in short, used 

his mechanics to advance his mathematics.Ihe general 

methods b£ invented for findinc the areas of curvilinear 

plane figures and volumes bounded by curved surfaces lilere 

applied i.n many special instances, including the circle, 

the sphere, the segment of a parabola, the erea enclosed 

between t"i'TO radii and t"ivO successive 'iThorls of his spiral, 

secments of spheres, and segments of cones, cylinders, para

boloids, hyperboloids, and spheroids. 3 The book can then 

be seen as numerous examples of a seemingly e;eneral principle. 

It :LS the Bethod l'ihich gives Archimedes much of his 

deserved notoriety as the founder of both the integral and 

1 Aaboe, p. 77. 

2 Eves, p. 324. 

3 Bell, }Ien of Mathematics, p. 30. 
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the differential calculus. His idea~; liere instrumental in 

the later development and systemization of his concepts by 

Hel,rton ar.~d Lei bni tz. Unlike these tl"lO, Archimedes t r::ethod 

was not perfect or complete in itself and thus he only used 

it to formulate arguments or h;ypothetical general rules 

"I-rhich "V'Tere later proven rigorously by him using the method 

of exhaustion. Archimedes still did not have the concept of 

the infinite completely mastered, as can be observed in his 

sUITl.mations of progressions and even his proofs by exhaustion. 

Archimedes only strove for a certain degree of accuracy. 

The precursor of modern day integral calculus, Archimedes 

in hi.s problems arrived at eoui valents of a nunlber of our 

modern dE;fini te intee;ral~3.1 If modern terminoloGY is used, 

many of hic:o )roblems involving spirals take on the 8ypear

ance of differential calculus which they prophesied. 2 

Al'chimedes even foresa-;;; in his llOrks the concept of 

the li1:'i-'- 3 ...... _ .:J .... _ lJ. This 1ms especially true in his applications 

of the method of exhaustion first used by Eudoxu~:;. 

~~oc1:L:ying Eudoxu.3 I procedure by consider:L11G both i11-

scribed and circuDscribed fiGures and utilizing his con-

cepts of infinitesimals, Archimedes proved himself to be 

the complete master of mathematical rigor and the perfect 

'-3.rti:::: t. 4 

1 Eves, p. 323. 

2 B'311, ~_en of Eathematics, p. 7. 

3 'lobias Dantzig, Eumbe:r:: ~ Language of Science 
eTe"T Yor::e, 1930), p. 129. 

4 Bell, The .L;eveloyJIent of Hathematics, p. 70. 
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!~rchimedes is considered the founder of inf ini tes imal 

analysis al thou:,:h a lack of proper symbolism prevented it from 

beine: in the form l-re are used to seeing. l ~Te must once again 

take his accomplishments lvi th a grain of salt because he used 

infinitesimals only as a means of finding the statement of a 

theo:C'sm not as proof of its validity. 

~.ihen trigonometry is mentioned, lore once again must look 

to Archimedes as his varied interests entered even this field. 

~le uBually regard the Greek as trol1omer Hipparchus as the 

founder of trigol1ometry,2 but recent discoveries of Arabic 

sources -lfQuld seem to C9..st Archimedes in this role. In par-

ticular, Archimedes seems to have kno1im rules \·Thich are equi va-

lent to our common formulas for the sine and the cosine of the 

sum and the difference of tIro angles, probably encountered in 

h ' 1 0 .' 1 3 lS "NOr £ -1l)plra s. Also, according to a statement by the 

Arabian mathematician al-Biruni, Archimedes rather than Eeron 

is the author of the expression of the area of a triangle in 

terms of its three sides a, b, and c, currently };:nolm by the 

notation V s(s-a) (s-b) (s-c) vlhere s equals a plus b plus c 

divided by tuo. 4 Eis work on the 

supposed lmolrledge of the formula 

regular heptagon and his 

SiD 1l =\1 I-cos A add 
- 2 2 

further validity to his claim as the founder of trigonometry.5 

1 Dsntzig, p. 129. 

2 r< ""11 II, h' d It '.::0. li. i'.l er, lirc lme es and ':t:ric;onometry ,:icience, 
L~CcII (Jlme 1. 1928), p. 555. 

3 Miller, p. 555. 

4- Dijksterhuis, p. 412. 

5 hiller, p. 555. 
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As early as the time of Archimedes, algebraic pro-

bleD::; dressed up iT'- verse form Ivere very popular among the 

Greeks. l Archimedes was no exception to this utilization of 

stor;), problems. His treatise of this sort i:2 lm01'ITl to us 

as til::: Cattl8 £ro1?~. Dedicated to Eratosthenes, this 

problem (~ould be termed today as a problem invol vine.; inde

terminate analysis. 2 ;\1 thou:;h of late there has been SOl':e 

soubt as to 1iliether ~rchimedes did in fact aut~or this work, 

ue can safely say the. tit bears s tronQ: trace~3 of his influence 

if it is not. 

~s in the ~and-aeckon8r, Archimedes apparently had a 

special :fascination for 18.rge numbers as is evidenced by 

this treatise lfllich has Hindu overtones. ~he problem in-

volves findinG the size of an immense herd of cattle invol-

ving eight unlmol71ls and Ci 'Jen only seven equations and tlfO 

general conditions. ;he infinite number of sets of solutions 

possible confounded many mathe::natician,:,; of his age. 

Archimedes, although not solving this Pellian problem 

in his t=eatis~ claims that he had accomplished it pre-

viou:::ly. As an eXctInple of the siz8 of one of the sets of 

solutions possible--one of • .L 
l vS eic:ht unknol'ill quantities uould 

h t ' t h d d.Lh d d' 't 3 ave more nan ·wo un re v_ousan 19l s. It has even 

1 Van der ~;aerden, p. 280. 

2 ,jarton, Vol. II, p. 76. 

3 HeiTman, p. 418. 
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been estimated, that if all eight solutions of tilis possi ble 

set of solutions were written out, it would require over 

seven hWldre d pages of small print. 

Archimedes, ill addition to his many major treatises 

and endeavors, also is credited with a myriad of smaller 

works on a multitude of subjects. Most of these claims 

come either from recently found 'Horks or through Arabic 

translations of his supposed works. 

~'he first "llork preserved in someilhat corrupted form 

through the Arabic translations of Thabit ibn Qurrah is 

callE!d the :Boo~ of Lemmas or The Li ber Assumptorum. l Not 

all of the lemm~s contained therein can conclusively be 

said to have been written by Archimedes, at least in their 

present form as his name is quoted in them more than once. 

Ooncerned primarily with special figures such as the arbelos 

and the salt-cellar, it also contains theorems on the tri-

angle and the seemingly eternal problem of trisecting an 

2 angle. 

A book of arithmetical content entitled Archai or 

Principl,~ and dedicated to Zeuxippus , dealt vii th, vi'e learn 

from llrc::1.imedes I o',m introduction to the~and-Reckoner, the 

naming of l1lL:bers fl.nd, the utilization of a higher~ystem of 

numbers than could be expressed in the ordinary Greek notation. 3 

1 Aaboe, p. 77. 
2 j,'he TJorks of Archimedes, xxxii-xxxiii. pp. 

3 'Ille I'lorks of Archimedes, pp. xxxvi-xxxvii. 
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The ,3and-Recltoner ';'Ta~3 therefore a supplement or at lea:3t a 

revised version of this former 'ilOrk and I"TaS 1"JT:l tten for those 

who had not seen this original version. 

~lhe 3tomachion, itself another fragment of a still 

lost work, is a kind of geometric puzzle. The puzzle or 

problem is to divide a ~arallelogram into fourteen parts 

according to various relationships.l 

In addition to the five regular solids found by 

Pythagoras, Archimedes in another work described the thirteen 

poss:1 ble semi-regular solids pos si ble ranging from eight to 

ninety-tlTo faces in Rll.2 'J.'hese polyhedra conta.ined by 

equilateral and eC2u5angular, but not simi18.r, :9olye;ons3 

-~Tere all part of h:.'_s treattse on solids 'IThich 8.1::;0 :ncluded 

the j~orm;J.l2. v-e+f=2, involving v, the number of vertices, 

2, the number of edces, ,qnd f, the number of faces, taken 

'" I- d ..L, b 'tl '.. 4 Ior zran~e ~OQay y mos~ ma lema~lClans. 

Another \"Jork of Archimedes translated and attributed 

to ArchimedeS by Thabi t ib:i.l Qurro.h i.S his studY'J.na method 

of construction of a. regular heptaGon. ~educed to a sur-

prisingly simple C8se of equal areas by Archimedes, the pro-

blem again utilize2 the circle and the paper strip construc-

tion sim::.laT to his 'work 5_11 measurins the ouadrature 0: 
h 

other figures. J 

1 ;jarton, Vol. I I, p. 73. 

2 Turnbull, .9. 107. 

3 :IE:ath, '101. II, p. 99. 

4 E"\/8S, p. 76. 

5 Hofman, 9. 26. 
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Arc~imedes is credited 1dth a book 0~ conics. This 

assu:npti Jll comes from his various and sundry pro.9osi tioE.'; 

:proved throughout his other lwrks. ::ost of these proofs 

were neeied by him and used in his determi22t'on of areas 

and VOl1J.lle3. 1 Perha]s included in this tre2,tis e;~as an 

eX:9a::1::'; iO::1 Pro ble::n of Archimedes iJ11ic11 T~2.;:;; the divi-

sion of " spi.lere into t':JO sph2rical segments 'phose volumes 

lJere in a given r~tio. AlthouCh these modest beGinnings 

Tiere mOllL1FleTltal jon their day, it '{laS left for ApolloniuG 

to dr2.'d In both !"rc111medes and Euclid I s besinninGs e.nd to 

expaud t".le syste!] :ut 0 :i tf:3 l1lOdeTIl day eQui vLl.leD t. 

In 'J. lost lwr};: ent:oLtled Plinthide~ and Oylinders, 

Archimedes expanded his previous discussions on certain 

topics • AlthouGh Ii ttle is kno~m of most of this vlOr1;:, 

it is claimed that in it Archimedes made a closer approxi-

mation to pi, arrivinG at wllat would be correct to six 

decimal places. 2 This then expanded his earlier approxi-

ma tion [;1 ven 1:'1 On the _~eas uremen t of the';ircle. 

Oth2r 'dorl::s, Hi thout titles, attributed. to .irchimedes 

by Arab ~ITiters include work on the circle, on circles 

touchinc one another, on :!.:>arallel lines, on tri2.n:;les--

especi8.11y ric:ht tr! anele;;, and a book of data i'Thich may 

have been a table of cflOrd.;. 3..:his masni tude of 1>'"1'i tinc;s 

in so many topics makes one appreciate his genius and total 

cOillillcmd of the field of mathematics even Dare. 

1 Van der ~Taerden, p. 241. 

2 l-=ea th, Vol. TT p. 122. -- - , 
3 Eeath, Vol. II, p. 103. 
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Eod8I'".a mathematics -VIaS born lii th Archimedes and died 

with hi~ for all of two thousand years, not to be reborn 

until the age of Descartes ::md He'fton. l Ji th his death, 
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mathematical pro;ross came to a virtual standstill. He had 

developed. mathemat:i.c3 to the point 'where no further advances 

could be made Hithout algebra, a briefer symbolism, an 

infini te:3imal calculus, and analytic geometry. 2 7he void 

following Archimedes' death could not be filled and the 

advances he had made were neglected and not utilized by 

Rome. Creative thinking such as Archimedes has portrayed 

in all of his l-lOr:G3 lJaS replaced by application, compilation, 

and cOL.1llHmtariz8.tion. 3 

2.'he method of exhaustion lIas adequate for Archimedes I 

time, but J .. I'chimedes alone could not carry it to i ts fruition. 

Unfortunately for mR.nkind, most of Archimedes r Horks 1;rere 

quickly Iost or destroyed and only some 'Here rediscovered 

some foU]:' hundred years ago by vlhich time 0 ther individuals 

had rediscovered most of what they contained. 4 

Of all the ancients, ~lrchiilledes is the only one Hho 

habi tual:_y thought vii th the unfettered freedom common to 

great modern mathematicians. Uith an almost encyclopedic 

1 BEllI, "l'he Development of Nathematics, p. 72. -
2 l-iuir, p. 25. 

3 Boyer, p. 59. 

4 Engel, p. 84. 
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ranGe of contributions in every field of mathematics, 

Archi:medE~] incorporated into each of his Hor};:s almost 

entirely nelr discoveries of his OW'll.l 

Considered along with ~ewton and Gauss as one of the 

three ~rea test E1Cl thematicians of all time, 2 Archimedes is 

also called a genius more divine than human, the God of 
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ma themat ics, or even the Homer of geometry by hj_s adm5_1~ers. 3 

Modernity was the watchword of Archimedes' life. ~he 

founda tions in 111 a therila tics from ",[Thich ':re build today 

have been given us, in part, by Archimedes' initial advances. 

1 The Harks of ..:'\.rchimedes, p. xl. -- - -
2 :c;ve3, p. 374. 

3 R;:leve, p. 61. 
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